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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which one of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
A. Both are incorrect
B. (i) only
C. None of the above
D. (ii) only
Answer: A
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: DeployIfNotExists
DeployIfNotExists executes a template deployment when the
condition is met.
Box 2: Template
The details property of the DeployIfNotExists effects has all
the subproperties that define the related resources to match
and the template deployment to execute.
Deployment [required]
This property should include the full template deployment as it
would be passed to the Microsoft.Resources/deployment
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concep
ts/effects

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Server Manager provides a new section named Diagnostics,
which is used for on-demand diagnostics of the Enterprise
server process IDs or kernels.
Which three of the following can be captured as a part of
diagnostics? (Choose three.)
A. Kernel Recycling
B. Cache Management (clear table/server cache)
C. CPU
D. JDEHEAP Advanced Diagnostics Engine (JDE)
E. Memory
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17984_01/doc.898/e14718/troubleshoo
t_e1_server.htm
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